NDS for NT 2.0

I was just reading the article “NDS for NT 2.0: The Easy Way to Manage Windows NT Servers” (NetWare Connection, Apr. 1999, pp. 6–16), and I noticed what may be an error in the section “Moving Users Between Domains” (p. 16). Step two says to “drag-and-drop the NDS User object from the old NDS container object to the new container object.”

I haven’t tried using NDS for NT just yet (that’s why I was reading the article), but unless things have changed, dragging and dropping the user from the old container object to the new container object will make that user a trustee of the new Novell Directory Services (NDS) container. To move a leaf object you select the objects and then choose the Object-Move options in the NetWare Administrator (NWADMIN) utility.

Mark Levy

You are absolutely right; a simple drag-and-drop of an object will make the object a trustee of the container. My intention in this section was to provide general steps rather than a keystroke-by-keystroke explanation. The key to moving an object with a drag-and-drop action is to hold down the <Ctrl> key while you drag-and-drop the object into the new NDS container. I apologize for the oversight—thanks for catching it!

Sandy Stevens, author

Sending Messages in NetWare 4.11

I would like to know how to disable or prevent the sending of messages in NetWare 4.11. I don’t know how to use the SEND command to prevent receiving messages. I need a set of really simple steps.

Thank you,
Cindy Walter

The SEND options for NetWare 4.11 are as follows:

- Accept all messages /A=A | /A
- Accept only console messages /A=C
- Accept no messages /A=N
- Accept messages only when polled /A=P
- Poll server for stored messages /P

I hope this helps.
Mickev Appelbaum, author

NDS for UNIX?

There are a lot of articles about NDS for Solaris and NDS for NT. However, I rarely see articles about NDS for UNIX. This absence is strange because NDS for UNIX was the first release of NDS on a platform other than NetWare. Can we see more articles about NDS for UNIX?

Michael G allias

Correction

As several of our astute readers have pointed out, there is an error in the “How to Brew HotJava” sidebar of the article “Wake Up to Server-Side Java.” (NetWare Connection, June 1999, p. 16.) Step 3 under “Install HotJava on the NetWare 5 Server” should read as follows:

3. Add the following lines to the java.cfg file in the SYS:ETC directory on the NetWare 5 server:

CLASSPATH=CLASSPATH;OSA_HOME;Hotj ava 1.15
CLASSPATH=CLASSPATH;OSA_HOME;Hotj ava 1.15;lib
CLASSPATH=CLASSPATH;OSA_HOME;Hotj ava 1.15;lib;classes.zip
CLASSPATH=CLASSPATH;OSA_HOME;Hotj ava 1.15;lib;classes.zip;Hotj avaBean.jar

We deeply regret any inconvenience this error might have caused.
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